
CIA-fling Section 47. serials 3637-3900 31 documents, 238 pp. released 

3873 is 141 numbered pages 244e report of 5/23/68. It is a truly impressive if 
compressed account of the most intensive inquiry into the irrelevant. All te 
Gait and Gault(' and 'ohmeyers are traced, all the airlines and many other offices 
checked, all for tLe one man, Ray and althost without exception where there could 
not ponAbly be relevance. An exception is a former fellow prisoner, who said he 
did not know Ray to be a racist and besides, all the white MoPen prisoners were 
against the blacks there because of their militancy. 

What this shows is that a month and a half afte: the crime, with the largest man.-
hunt in history running wild, the FBI had not the slightest idea what to do and as 
a replacement from figuring out what to de did everything and hopelee,leso lost 
itself in a quicksand of immaterial paper. 

This is not because there were not a few heads that worked well. "emphis so 
politely suggesting the FBI spend some time on the notion that Ray had fled to 
country. Other sugeestions that the CenediAn palm-port records be searched before 
they were, etc. 

Still no field office or anyone at headquarters wiling to consider that there 
as an assassin other than Igy and no serious thought given to co-eonspirators. 

One his prints were identified all other possibility rej2cterl by E4 except as 
possible co-conspirators. No possibility of any co-conspirator figured out fro; 
the facts of the 	itaolf. 
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